
OEM Bluetooth car kit activator for Touareg RNS-850 systems

Art. Nr: BT-VW-RNS850

General
The Bluetooth activator interface activatesthe OEM car kit of Volkswagen. Due
to the interface it is possible to control the telephone through the RNS-850
navigation system. The address book and telephone numbers will be displayed
on the navigation display and the FIS display in the dashboard.
 

 
 
Features:
- Programmed in only a few seconds, plug and plays
- Activates the original Bluetooth functionality for the RNS-850
- No expensive VW solution for OEM Bluetooth car kit
- No differences compared to the original Bluetooth kit of Volkswagen / Seat
- Full option, same as original
- Controls via touch screen and steering wheel control buttons
- Voice output via the original system (no external speaker)
- High quality & high speed audio output
- Hands free dialling (full duplex) via the in-car integrated microphone and the
speakers of the car radio.
 -Accept and reject incoming calls and terminate calls via the optional
navigation system or the optional multifunctional steering wheel.
- Automatic audio-mute function while calling
- Select numbers from the address book via the multifunctional steering wheel
(if available).
- Select numbers with voice control (if Voice control is available).
- Display of strength of signal and network in navigation display*
 

 
 
The following is provided in the set:
- NavInc Bluetooth interface BT-VW-RNS850
- Installation- and User manual
- Warranty
- Invoice
 
 



Additional information:
- It is not possible to use this product in combination with the original car kit.
The original car kit needs to be disconnected.
- Only suitable for Volkswagen RNS-315 systems (serial number: 3C0 035 279)
- The amount of telephone menus which can be loaded into the RNS-850
system may vary per telephone.
 
 
Product specifications:
Parrot Chipset: Parrot CK5050N
Voltage supply: 12V DC
Voltage-operating capacity: 10,5 – 14,8 V
Operating current: 48 mA
Power input: 0,70 W
Temperature range: - 30°C up to + 80°C
Weight: 42g
Dimensions W x H x D: 22 x 72 x 50 mm

Compatible with the following Volkswagen models*:
Touareq (7P) 2010 - 201> 
*When the car does not have voice controle please use the the following kit incl. microphone: BT-AUDI-3GM
 
 
Remarks:
- Only suitable for Volkswagen RNS-850 systems
- Not all models have a pre-installed microphone. If not available the original
microphone needs be ordered also (not included in the set; BT-VAG-MIC1)
- It may be necessary to enable the telephone option via VAG-com (see
manual).
- The interface makes use of the internal Bluetooth option of Volkswagen.
Therefore all the possibilities and restrictions which are mentioned in the
manual of Volkswagen also apply to the interface.
 
 
Compatible with the following telephones:
 
 
See link for the Volkswagen website:
http://92.51.184.18/content_rns850_hfp.html
 
 
Image of RNS-850 navigation systems:
 

http://92.51.184.18/content_rns850_hfp.html



